Bezel Form™

Wire Wrap Templates
How to wire wrap a standard size, oval cabochon using Bezel Form ™ Templates
The following instructions are designed for a novice wire artist please read all directions before starting.
Advanced wire artist’s may want to read the “measure” and “Using The Template” section.
Measure

Fold an 8” piece of masking tape in half, length ways so the sticky part isn’t exposed. Wrap the folded tape
around the stone to be set and mark the tape where it meets at the top of stone. This will be referred to
as ‘top of stone’ later on.
NOTE: The above step allows the templates to work with non-standard size stones.
Align the two ‘top of stone’ marks on the tape and fold the tape in half. Bring the bottom crease up to the ‘top
of stone marks’. The original distance you measured is now divided into quarters.
• If you prefer the bindings to be at 3,6 & 9 o’clock, gently unfold the tape and mark the three folds
between the ‘top of stone marks’.
•

If you want your bindings at 2,5 7 & 10 o’clock, fold the tape once more, into eight’s. Then unfold
your tape. Working from one of the ’top of stone’ marks, mark the first fold, skip marking a fold,
mark one, skip one, etc. To ensure its correct the first time you do this, put the tape back around your
stone and see if the marks are @ 2,5,7 &10 o’clock.

I will be using the 3,6 & 9 style in this document.
Prepare your wire
Lay the marked tape flat and secure both ends with short pieces’ of tape.
From the ‘top of stone marks’, add extra for your bail wires. I use a ‘lollipop’ style bail so I add 5 CM or
about 2 inches to the right and left of the ‘top of stone marks’. The above picture shows this layout.
If you are an experienced wire artist, please feel free to include what you need, lengthwise, in this step to
accommodate any embellishments you would like to use.
Straighten and cut 4 pieces of the 21 gauge square wire using the outside marks for overall length. Hold the
wires together and in a row with your thumb and forefinger and tape together on both ends. This assembly
should lay flat, like a metal ribbon, on the marked tape.
Center the taped frame wires between the two outside marks on the tape and transfer all of the marks onto
the wire. This is the inside of the frame.
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Bind
Cut an 8 inch piece of 21 gauge ½ round wire. Make a ‘skewed hook’ on one end. The hook should be
long enough to cover two of the frame wires.
• A skewed hook keeps the binding wires vertical as viewed from the outside of the frame. It also keeps
the ½ round from lying on top of itself as you wrap the frame. Straight bindings affect symmetry.
When you bind, work from right to left, or vice versa, instead of skipping from one to the other. This helps
keep the bindings uniform.

On the wire, locate the first binding mark. (Do not place bindings on the ‘top of stone’ marks.)
Put the skewed hook over the frame, to the left of the first binding mark, one wires width. The hook should
be facing you on the marked surface of the frame wires.

Crimp the hook onto the frame. Pull the loose end of the ½ round under the bottom wire, then straight up the
back and crimp at the bottom. Bend the ½ round over the top of the frame, then downward. Crimp. Then
once more around, crimping at each turn until you have three vertical wraps as viewed from the front of the
frame. Cut the ½ round, half way up on the backside and crimp flat. This hides the end from view on the
finished pendant.
Repeat, working from left to right, (or vice versa if its easier) until all binding marks are covered with 3
wraps.
Once all the bindings are in place, lay the assembled frame onto the tape. Center the bindings with the marks
on the tape if need be by gently sliding the bindings with your fingers or pliers.

Using the template

Put the center of the frame wire under the template as shown in your non-dominant hand. Form the wire
upwards into a ‘U’ shape with your dominant hand. Hold the ‘U’ shape at 3 and 9 o’clock on the template
with you non-dominant hand.
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Continue forming the wire over the top of template until the bail wires are parallel to the bottom of the
template as shown.

Remove the bezel wire from the template and firmly grasp the top shoulder in your non-dominant hand
below the ‘top of stone’ mark. Bend the bail wires at the ‘top of stone’ mark by ROLLING the pliers away
from you. This will preserve the frames upper shape.
NOTE: If you distort the top shoulder of the frame, reinsert the template and reform the shoulder.

Test fit the bezel frame and check the symmetry of the bindings.
(Remember: color, symmetry and nothing to snag the Angora sweater)
You are done with the template at this point.
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Form a ‘basket’ for your stone
I originally learned this step to set ‘soft’ or easily scratched stones. This step makes setting any stone easier.
Place three turns of 21 gauge square on the bail wires, being careful to keep it ‘on the square’, or not twisting
it as you bind. Snug gently against the frame.

Position the frame upside down, (bail wires pointing toward your wrist), in your non-dominate hand where
the bail meets the frame. At the first binding, gently but firmly, grab the top wire only with your flat nose
pliers.
Bend the top wire in toward the center of the frame by rolling the pliers away from you and using the bind
as a pivot point.

Repeat this step until the frame looks like this:

Look at the stone to be set from its side and estimate the height of its dome.
Slip a penknife or Xacto blade under the bent bezel wire, the width of the bend, with the sharp edge toward
the binding. Once again using the binding point as a pivot, roll the blade gently upwards to approximate the
height of the dome on the cabochon. (For high domes, move the knife handle downwards after pivoting blade
up. This moves the bezel wire outwards to accommodate the steep side of the dome). Repeat at all binds. For
delicate stones, make sure the basket is deep enough to ensure that you don’t have to force the stone into
the basket for the next step. The frame is now ready to accept the stone.
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Side view of finished ‘basket’

Move the binding on the bail about halfway up the bail wires.
Insert the cabochon into the basket from the back and bend the rear bezel wires inward to secure. Snug the
binding down on the top of the frame.

Making a ‘lollipop’ bail
If you are an experienced wire artist, please feel free to finish the pendant as you normally would.
Remove the tape binding the bail wires. Using your penknife, separate the pair of front wires and bend them
down over the front of the stone. Repeat for the two rear wires. Viewing the pendant from the front, bend the
next side-by-side pair of wires out to each side.

Leave the last side-by-side pair standing up. These are the bail wires.
Clip the front, and rear wires to a length that will tuck into the top of the frame. Use your chain nose pliers to
curve the ends and then tuck in.

Cut the right side wire to lie flat against the bail binding.
Put the chain nose pliers on the left side wire with the pliers against the bail. Use the part of the chain nose
pliers that is just a little narrower than the width of the binding itself. Bend this wire toward the front.
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Crimp the bent portion flat against the bail binding and wrap the rest of the wire completely around the bail
until its back to the starting point. Trim off the excess and tuck under the starting point bend.

Place the three step pliers about half way up the bail wires, flat side forward. Bend the two remaining wires
to form an upside down ‘U’. Spread them slightly and bring them to the front, one on either side of the bail
wires. Hold the stone with a finger and thumb, and roll the pliers away from you until the wire looks like a
small letter ‘b’ when viewed from the side.

Using round pliers, grab the wires on the letter ‘b’ at about 9’oclock on the round part of the ‘b’. Looking
from the side, roll the pliers toward the front of the pendant. Stop rolling when the letter ‘b’ looks like a
‘lollipop’.

Reinsert the 3 step pliers into the loops and use the chain nose pliers to wrap one of the wires (keeping it on
the square) around the stem of the lollipop, 1 and ½ turns, ending in the back. Clip the excess and flatten
against the stem.
Repeat for the other wire, flattening the end on the back of the lollipop stem.

Insert the penknife between the loops and spread them into a “V”. This will keep the pendant from twirling
on the chain.
Cleaning
Mix in a small spray bottle: 1/3 ammonia, 1/3 white vinegar and 1/3 dish detergent. Spritz onto pendant and
scrub gently with an old toothbrush. Rinse in warm water and dry.
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List of materials:
26 inches of 21 gauge half hard square wire
8 inches 21 gauge half hard ½ round wire
Standard size cabochon
Tools:
Masking tape
Ruler
Pen knife or Xacto knife
Chain nose pliers
Wire cutting pliers
Flat nose pliers
3 step round forming pliers
Round pliers

Bezel Form ™

www.bezelform.com
Thank you for purchasing your new Bezel Form wire wrap templates.
The following directions were written for a novice. If you are already a
competent wire artist, please review the ‘measure’ and ‘how to use’ sections.
The heart shaped forms were included for use with free form cabochons.
Most curvatures found on non-standard stones are represented by one of the edges on the hearts.
Please feel free to contact us if you have any questions or comments.

Coming soon: Template kit for faceted stones !
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